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Redundancy approach

• The LHCb detector upgrade
– Schedule for the LHCb upgrade 
– The VErtex Locator (VELO)
– The Upstream Tracker (UT)

• Scope and goals of the review

Many thanks to Hans Postema and 
Olivier Crespo-Lopez to act as external reviewers
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LHCb upgrade
40MHz readout of all sub-detectors and data processed with software triggers

VELO
New pixel
detector

Upstream Tracker
Based on silicon
strip technology

RICH 1 & 2:
New photodetectors 

& Readout electronics

Downstream Tracker:
3 stations based

on SciFi technology

CALORIMETERS:
Reduced PMT gain

and new electronics

Muon System:
More shielding and

New readout electronics

Timeline:



The Upgraded VELO 
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2 x 26 modules
Module pitch:
N*25 mm

VELO halves closed
projected view of sensors



 4 planes constructed using “staves” 
with silicon on both sides, partially 
overlapping in X direction to ensure 
100% coverage.

 Measuring XUVX coordinates.

 Higher segmentation in the region 
surrounding the beam pipe.

 Inner detectors with circular cuts to 
maximize acceptance.

 Basic mechanical unit “stave”, total 68 
UT staves. 
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Upstream Tracker (UT)



Road to the EDR
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Requirements

Safety system

Transfer line 
concept

Junction box and 
cooling plant 

conceptual design

Requirements

Evaporator concept 
and performance

Transfer line 
concept

Redundancy concept

P&ID FA

Engineering 
Design Review

VELO

UT

Evaporator concept 
and performance

Preparation of the CO2 cooling EDR



Redundancy approach

1. The VELO and UT evaporator concept and performance 
– Validate experimentally the assumptions made in the requirements document 
– Review the suggested evaporator and manifold design 
– Review the conceptual design of the connection to the junction box including the 

safety system

2. The LUCASZ cooling plant for UT assembling and commissioning 
– Review the design parameters and the conceptual design of this smaller plant 

(common development with CMS)
– Review of schedule and cost estimate (start of construction should start next year)

3. The cooling plant conceptual design 
– Review of the Process & Instrumentation design
– Review of schedule and cost estimate for cooling plant 
– WP between LHCb and DT for plant construction ready in draft form

4. The transfer line concept 
– Conclusions of discussions with the LHCb Technical Coordination team concerning 

the locations for cooling plant transfer line and junction box

Scope of the Review



Redundancy approach

• Much work remains to be done on the detector side, in 
particular for the VELO, in terms of validation of the proposed 
design. 
 Although suggestions are most welcome, this is not the main goal 

of the review

• For the LUCASZ plant the detailed design is advanced already.  
 Is the design adequate and can we go ahead with purchasing 

components ?

• We are at the point to enter the detailed design for the main 
cooling plant and the transfer lines.
 Is the proposed design adequate?
What are your suggestions regarding design options? 

Goal of the Review


